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are zero, each of the three Xz, Yz, Zz must be zero. Consider the equation Zs—b. Place the body in such a position that the forces F, G act parallel to the plane A'B'C'. This is possible since a plane can be drawn parallel to any two straight lines. Then by hypothesis the direction of H will not be parallel to the plane A'B'G'. The components of the forces F, G, parallel to the axis of z are now zero. Hence Z9 must be zero for the single force H. Thus either JBT=0 or the ordinate of its point of application is zero. Supposing F, G, H to be all finite, it follows that G lies in the plane A'B'G'. By similar arguments we prove that the other points At B also lie in the same plane A'B'C'.
Next, let us suppose all the three forces F, (?, H. are parallel to one plane. In this case one of the forces as JET can be resolved into two components/ and g parallel to F and G respectively. Each of the two sets of parallel forces (/, F) and (g, G) can be replaced by a single force at its centre of parallel forces. The system F, G, H can therefore be reduced to two astatic forces.
Ex. 2. If a system of forces F, G, H, acting at the corners of a triangle ABG, can be reduced to two astatic forces F', G' acting at two points A', £', then either the forces Ft G, H are all parallel to one plane or the triangle ABC is evanescent.
We need only to examine the case in which F, G, H are all finite, for, if one be zero, the other two are necessarily parallel to one plane.
The system F', Gf can be regarded as the limiting case of a triangle of forces F', G', H' acting at the corners of a triangle A'B'G' where Hf is zero and the position of C' is arbitrary. If then the forces F, G, H are not all parallel to the same plane it would follow from Ex. 1 that all the corners A, B, C lie in the plane A'B'C'. But this is impossible since C' is an arbitrary point, unless the triangle ABG is evanescent and lies in the straight line A'B'.
14. The central ellipsoid. A base point 0 having been chosen, the rectangular axes Osc, Oy, Oz are arbitrary. We shall now show that there is one system of axes which will enable us to analyse the system of forces more simply than any other.
Let Ox, Oy', Oz' be a second system of axes also fixed in the body. Let A', B', G' be points taken arbitrarily on these axes, let their distances from 0 be a!, V, G'. Let F'9 G', H' be the forces which act at A', B', C'. We shall suppose both systems of axes to be rectangular.
As the body is moved about, the forces F', G', H' keep their directions in space unaltered, so that as regards the body the points of application and the magnitude of each force are the only elements fixed. Let us then find the magnitude of the force F' which acts at A', the forces at 0, A, B, G being regarded as given. To effect this we shall resolve the arms of each of the nine elementary couples along OA', OB', 00', keeping the forces unaltered. We shall reserve for examination only those components whose arms are along OA'.
Let (I, m, n) be the direction cosines of the axis Ox.    Then

